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Abstract
In Sim, two players compete on a complete graph of six vertices (K6). The players alternate in
coloring one as yet uncolored edge using their color. The player who 5rst completes a monochro-
matic triangle (K3) loses. Replacing K6 and K3 by arbitrary graphs generalizes Sim to graph
Ramsey avoidance games. Given an endgame position in these games, the problem of deciding
whether the player who moves next has a winning strategy is shown to be PSPACE-complete.
It can be reduced from the problem of whether the 5rst player has a winning strategy in the
game Gpos(POS CNF) (Schaefer, J. Comput. System Sci. 16 (2) (1978) 185–225). The follow-
ing game variants are also shown to have PSPACE-complete endgame problems: (1) completing
a monochromatic subgraph isomorphic to A is forbidden and the player who is 5rst unable to
move loses, (2) both players are allowed to color one or more edges in each move, (3) more
than two players take part in the game, and (4) each player has to avoid a separate graph. In
all results, the graphs to be avoided can be restricted to the bowtie graph (./, i.e., two triangles
with one common vertex). c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Weconsider the following endgame problem: given an arbitrary position in a game,
does the player who moves next have a “winning strategy”? A winning strategy allows
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Fig. 1. Sample game of Sim. The initial, uncolored game board is shown at the top left corner. The 5rst
player (= dashed lines) starts by coloring some edge, then the second player (= dotted lines) colors another
one, etc. White vertices highlight the current move. Finally, the 5rst player is forced to give up: any further
dashed coloring would complete a triangle, as highlighted by the grey vertices.
a player to always win. The endgame problems of generalizations of games such as
Hex [6, 17], Gobang [16], Node Kayles, Snort, Sift, Geography [20], Othello [10], as
well as more practical problems such as stochastic scheduling [14] and large classes
of more formal game-like problems [1, 6, 7, 13, 20] have been shown to be PSPACE-
complete: deciding these problems is, up to a polynomial, as diKcult as anything which
can be decided in polynomial space.
In Sim [21], two players compete on a complete graph of six vertices. The players
alternate in coloring one as yet uncolored edge using their color. The player who 5rst
completes a monochromatic triangle loses.
Sim is easy to learn and can be played on a small piece of paper, a typical game
taking only a few minutes. Nevertheless, Sim is fascinating because it is more diKcult
than may at 5rst appear. Sim is a fairly popular game and has attracted much interest
(it was 5rst popularized among mathematicians through Erdo˝s and Selfridge [5]; [22]
lists 35 papers referring to it). Fig. 1 shows a typical game. Considering that a hands-
on session with an interactive system is often worth more than a thousand images, you
might want to challenge one of the many Sim playing programs available.2
2 Try a Sim-playing Java applet at http:==www.dbai.tuwien.ac.at=proj=ramsey=. The program plays perfectly
when possible, and when not, improves its heuristic counter-strategy by probabilistic reinforcement learning
from playing over the Internet. If you win, you can leave your name in the hall-of-fame!
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Sim has a close relation to graph Ramsey theory. Graph Ramsey theory extends clas-
sical Ramsey theory, which deals with complete graphs, to arbitrary graphs
[2,3,4,18]. Central to graph Ramsey theory is the concept of “arrowing”: a graph
G (which possibly is already partially edge-2-colored) arrows a graph A (written
G→A) if every full edge-2-coloring of G (compatible with its precoloring) contains
a monochromatic subgraph A. If this is true at least for all those full edge-2-colorings
of G in which the numbers of edges of each color diDer by at most one, then we
write G7A. Clearly, G→A implies G7A. Because K6→K3 holds [15, 23], Sim
can never end in a tie. Note that Schaefer [19] has shown that deciding G→A for
arbitrary G and A is p2 -complete (
p
2 is the class of problems whose complement
can be decided by a nondeterministic oracle Turing machine in polynomial time with
an NP oracle).
The Sim-like graph Ramsey avoidance game “Gravoid” is played on two arbitrary
uncolored graphs G and A as follows: each of the two players has his own color. They
take turns in coloring one as yet uncolored edge of G. The player who 5rst completes
a monochromatic subgraph isomorphic to A loses. Accordingly, the game ends in a tie
if there is no edge left to color and both players did not lose. Note that a tie cannot
occur whenever G7A.
It is intuitively clear that for many graphs G and A, making the 5rst move is
an inherent disadvantage. Harary et al. [9] analyze situations in which the second
player really bene5ts from this and has a winning (or at least non-losing) strategy.
They identify a large class C of graphs G for which the second player always has
a so-called “symmetric” winning strategy. Using this strategy, the second player can
ensure that both monochromatic subparts are isomorphic after every round of the game.
Nevertheless, they prove that for a large subclass of C, following the winning strategy
requires the second player to solve an NP-hard problem. They further show that when
A=K1;2 (the ∨ graph) the second player has a symmetric winning strategy on complete
graphs G=Kn for n¿2, but that there can be no such strategy on complete graphs for
arbitrary graphs A.
There are also other types of Ramsey games, namely graph Ramsey achievement
games, Ramsey games played on hypergraphs and in1nite Ramsey games. See [23]
for a summary of partial complexity results of these games.
The game Gpos(POS CNF) will be used in the main proof. Gpos(POS CNF) is played
on a positive CNF formula, which is a conjunctive normal form formula without nega-
tion. A move consists in choosing a variable which has not yet been chosen. Player I
starts the game. The game ends after all variables have been chosen. I wins iD the for-
mula is true when all variables chosen by him are set to true and all variables chosen
by his opponent, II, are set to false. For example, on input x1 ∧ (x2 ∨ x3)∧ (x2 ∨ x4),
II has a winning strategy, whereas on input (x1 ∨ x4)∧ (x2 ∨ x3)∧ (x2 ∨ x4), I has a
winning strategy. The following is known:
Theorem 1 (Schaefer [20]). The problem of deciding whether I has a winning strategy
in Gpos(POS CNF) is PSPACE-complete.
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2. Complexity results
Theorem 2. The Gravoid endgame problem is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. Membership in PSPACE is easy to see: let N be the size of the input, assuming
some standard encoding of the graphs. The number of as yet uncolored edges of G
is O(N ). Thus, the depth 5rst search through the game tree needs O(N log N ) space.
To prove hardness, we will show that there is a logarithmic space reduction from the
PSPACE-complete problem of Theorem 1.
Let F =C1 ∧ · · · ∧Cm be an arbitrary positive CNF formula. Assume w.l.o.g. that
(i) each clause Cj is a disjunction of nj distinct positive literals, Cj = lj;1 ∨ · · · ∨ lj; nj
where lj; k ∈{x1; : : : ; xn}, and (ii) all n variables appear at least once in F . We construct
the Gravoid endgame as follows. Denote the graph to be colored by G=(V; E) and
the graph to be avoided by A=(VA; EA). Call the player who moves next Red and his
opponent Green. Each player uses the color corresponding to his name. The endgame
position is de5ned by two disjoint sets Er; Eg⊆E which designate the edges of G
already colored in red and green, respectively. Thus, G is a partially colored graph.
The notation 	(; ; )= {{; }; {; }; {; }} will help to abbreviate the formulas.
V =
⋃
06i6n
Xi;
z = (2m− 5)(m− 1) + 4
m∑
j=1
nj;
X0 =
⋃
06j6m
Bj ∪
⋃
16k6z
{zk};
B0 = {u0;0; u0;1; u0;2; r0;t ; r0;b};
Bj = {uj;0; uj;1; uj;2; dj;t ; dj;b} ∪
⋃
16p¡j
{wj;p} ∪
⋃
16k6nj
{fj;k} for 16 j 6 m;
Xi = {vi;0; vi;1; vi;2; ri;t ; ri;b; vi;3; yi;t ; yi;b; vi;4; gi;t ; gi;b; vi;5; vi;6; vi;7}
for 16 i 6 n;
E =
⋃
06i6n
Pi;
P0 = Z ∪
⋃
06j6m
Dj;
Z =
⋃
16k¡z
{{zk ; zk+1}} ∪ {{z1; zz}};
D0 = 	(u0;0; u0;1; u0;2) ∪	(u0;2; r0;t ; r0;b);
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Dj = 	(uj;0; uj;1; uj;2) ∪	(uj;2; dj;t ; dj;b)
∪
⋃
16p¡j
{{wj;p; dp;t}; {wj;p; dp;b}; {wj;p; dj;t}; {wj;p; dj;b}}
∪
⋃
16k6nj
{{fj;k ; dj;t}; {fj;k ; dj;b}; {fj;k ; gh;t}; {fj;k ; gh;b} | lj;k = xh}
for 16 j 6 m;
Pi =	(vi;0; vi;1; vi;2) ∪	(vi;2; ri;t ; ri;b) ∪	(vi;3; ri; t ; ri;b)
∪	(vi;3; yi;t ; yi;b) ∪	(vi;4; yi; t ; yi;b) ∪	(vi;4; gi; t ; gi;b)
∪	(vi;5; gi; t ; gi;b) ∪	(vi;5; vi;6; vi;7) for 16 i 6 n;
VA = {a0; a1; a2; a3; a4};
EA = 	(a0; a1; a2) ∪	(a2; a3; a4);
Er = Z ∪
⋃
06i6n
Pri ;
Pr0 =
⋃
16j6m
(	(uj;0; uj;1; uj;2) ∪ {{uj;2; dj;t}; {uj;2; dj;b}});
Pri = {{vi;3; ri;t}; {vi;3; ri;b}; {vi;3; yi;t}; {vi;3; yi;b};
{vi;5; gi;t}; {vi;5; gi;b}} ∪ 	(vi;5; vi;6; vi;7) for 16 i 6 n;
Eg =
⋃
06i6n
Pgi ;
Pg0 =
⋃
06j6m
Dgj ;
Dg0 = 	(u0;0; u0;1; u0;2) ∪ {{u0;2; r0;t}; {u0;2; r0;b}};
Dgj =
⋃
16p¡j
{{wj;p; dp;t}; {wj;p; dp;b}; {wj;p; dj;t}; {wj;p; dj;b}}
∪
⋃
16k6nj
{{fj;k ; dj; t}; {fj;k ; dj;b}; {fj;k ; gh; t}; {fj;k ; gh;b} | lj;k = xh}
for 16 j 6 m;
Pgi =	(vi;0; vi;1; vi;2) ∪ {{vi;2; ri; t}; {vi;2; ri;b};
{vi;4; yi; t}; {vi;4; yi;b}; {vi;4; gi; t}; {vi;4; gi;b}} for 16 i 6 n:
It follows from the construction that there is a logarithmic space transducer which
computes G and A from input F .
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Fig. 2. Example of the construction from the proof of Theorem 2. The graph G is shown on the left and
corresponds to the input formula F = (x1 ∨ x4)∧ (x2 ∨ x3)∧ (x2 ∨ x4), in which I has a winning strategy.
Z is a red circle with 26 vertices which only serves to balance the number of red and green edges. The
coloring of G shows the endgame position de5ned by Er and Eg.
Fig. 2 gives an example of the construction. Since printing and copying in color
was not universally available when this paper was written, and to avoid confusion
resulting from the large number of vertices and edges, the graph in Fig. 2 uses certain
conventions and abbreviations to represent colors, vertices and edges. For instance, we
use r3 as a shortcut for the edge {r3; t ; r3;b}. The graph A to be avoided is the “bowtie”
graph shown at the top right.
Call a good move one which does not lead to immediate defeat by completion of
a monochromatic subgraph isomorphic to A. Similarly, a good edge is an edge which
can be selected in a good move. The opposite of a good move is a bad move, the
opposite of a good edge a bad edge. A player is said to move safely if he selects a
good move.
Each triple ri; yi; gi corresponds to the boolean variable xi of F . Note that all
ri (i=0; : : : ; n) can be good only for Red, Green losing immediately by coloring
them. For instance, if Green colors r2, this completes a green subgraph consisting
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of v2;0; v2;1; v2;2; r2; t ; and r2;b which is isomorphic to A, and Green loses immedi-
ately. Similarly, all dj and gi (j=1; : : : ; m; i=1; : : : ; n) can be good only for Green.
Only the remaining uncolored yi (i=1; : : : ; n) are initially good for both players. How-
ever, once Red has chosen some good yi (i=1; : : : ; n); ri becomes bad for him, but gi
remains good for Green, and vice versa. Thus, for all triples ri; yi; gi (i=1; : : : ; n), the
5rst player to move has the option of choosing a good yi. Once a player has chosen
yi, the other player who colors a good edge in that triple can only select, in the case
of Red, ri, and in the case of Green, gi. The remaining third edge of the triple is bad
for both players. This also means that G→A and thus G7A, so this graph Ramsey
avoidance endgame will never end in a tie. In summary, both players can color one
good edge of each triple, but only the 5rst to consider a particular triple has a choice.
Lemma 3. Assume that F is true when variables xi for all i∈ I are set to true. Assume
further that the gi for all i∈ I are colored in green. Then all dj (j=1; : : : ; m) are
bad for Green.
Proof. By de5nition F is true iD some variable in each clause Cj of F is true. F is
assumed to be true. Thus, for each j (j=1; : : : ; m) there must be an ij ∈ I such that
xij occurs in Cj. By construction, edge dj corresponds to the clause Cj of F , and edge
gi corresponds to the variable xi of F . The partially green-colored bowtie connections
through vertices fj; k between gi and dj correspond to the occurrence of variable xi
as literal lj; k in clause Cj of F . Thus, for each j (j=1; : : : ; m) there must be an
ij ∈ I such that gij is bowtie-connected to dj. Because of the partially green-colored
bowtie subgraph containing fj; k , Green cannot safely select both dj and gij : if one is
selected, the other must be a bad edge. Since we assumed that gi for all i∈ I are
colored in green, and since the gij are a subset of these and thus colored in green, all
dj (j=1; : : : ; m) must be bad for Green.
Lemma 4. Assume that F is false when variables xi for all i∈ I are set to false.
Assume further that gi for all i∈ I and all dj (j=1; : : : ; m) are uncolored. Then
there exists at least one q∈{1; : : : ; m} such that dq is a good edge for Green.
Proof. By de5nition F is false iD all variables in at least one clause of F are false. F is
assumed to be false. Thus, there exists a q∈{1; : : : ; m} such that for each k ∈{1; : : : ; nq}
there exists an ik ∈ I such that lq; k = xik . By construction, edge dj corresponds to
the clause Cj of F (j=1; : : : ; m), and edge gi corresponds to the variable xi of F
(i=1; : : : ; n). Note that Green can choose only a single good edge among dj because
of the partially green-colored bowtie connections through vertices wj;p. The partially
green-colored bowtie connections through vertices fj; k between gi and dj correspond
to the occurrence of variable xi as literal lj; k in clause Cj of F . Thus, there ex-
ists a q∈{1; : : : ; m} such that for each gik bowtie-connected to dq, its index ik is
in I . Because of the partially green-colored bowtie subgraphs containing vertices fj; k
and those containing vertices wj;p, Green can safely select a dq only if all gik
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bowtie-connected to it and all dj (j=1; : : : ; m) are uncolored: if all gik bowtie-connected
to dq and all dj are uncolored, then dq is a good edge. Since we assumed that the gi
for all i∈ I are uncolored, and since the gik are a subset of these and thus uncolored,
and since we also assumed that all dj (j=1; : : : ; m) are uncolored, there thus exists a
q∈{1; : : : ; m} such that dq is a good edge.
Let a normal move be recursively de5ned as follows: the player who makes that
move must have played only normal moves so far and the move must be of the
following form: the qth normal move for q=1; 2; : : : ; n must consist in coloring a yiq ,
where iq ∈{1; : : : ; n}. The qth normal move for q= n+1; n+2; : : : ; 2n+1 consists, for
Red, in choosing a good edge among the ri (i∈{0; : : : ; n}) and, for Green, in choosing
a good edge among the gi (i∈{1; : : : ; n}). Finally, if there is a good dj available for
Green at move 2n + 2, coloring it is also a normal move for Green. The opposite of
a normal move will be called an abnormal move. Note that the construction of G and
A constrains the moves of the players in spite of their apparent freedom to choose an
uncolored edge by punishing abnormal moves.
The 5rst n normal moves mirror the moves in Gpos(POS CNF): Red, for move q,
chooses yiq where I chooses variable xiq , and similarly for Green and II. From the
de5nition of Gpos(POS CNF), one easily sees that I wins iD he succeeds in playing
some variable in each clause. This is mirrored in Gravoid as follows: Red can win iD
he succeeds in coloring some yi so that Green can later on choose only gi in these
particular triples, making it impossible for Green to 5nd even one good dj at the end.
Note that once at least one edge in every triple ri; yi; gi (i=1; : : : ; n) is colored,
all remaining good edges are uncontested: only one of the two players can color each
particular good edge which is left, or, to put it another way, the two players cannot
take away good edges from each other anymore. Call the part of a game sequence
until only uncontested edges remain the racing phase of the game: during this phase
the two players try to occupy the “right” yi. By doing so, Red could possibly hinder
Green from 5nding a good dj at the end, whereas Green could possibly leave enough
gi uncolored so that he can color one good dj at the end. Since this will ultimately
decide who wins, the players 5rst will race to color all yi.
After this racing phase, each player becomes preoccupied with his own set of edges
which are left to play for him alone and tries to play a solitaire, so to speak, as long
as possible. The order in which Red colors his remaining good edges is obviously
irrelevant. Green can maximize the number of his good moves by 5rst coloring all
good yiq , then all good giq , and 5nally one dj if a good one remains.
Remember that each player can color exactly one good edge in each triple as long as
no dj is colored. Therefore, Red can color exactly n+ 1 good edges: namely, n edges
out of the tuples ri; yi (i=1; : : : ; n) with no ri and yi with the same i, plus r0. Green
can color at least n good edges: namely the n edges out of the yi; gi (i=1; : : : ; n) with
no yi and gi with the same i, plus at most one dj, depending on the combination of
gi left uncolored because Green was able to occupy the corresponding yi. Green being
able to color less than n + 1 edges means that Red has at least one more edge free
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to color at the end, so Red can win. However, if Green colors exactly n + 1 edges,
then Red at move 2n+ 3 has no good moves left, and thus Green wins the game. In
summary, Green has a winning strategy iD he can color a good edge at move 2n+ 2.
The rest of the proof consists in showing that there is a winning strategy for I in
Gpos(POS CNF) iD there is a winning strategy for Red in the corresponding Gravoid
endgame.
(⇒) Assume that I has a winning strategy. We 5rst claim that Red has a strategy
which wins when Green only makes normal moves. Red’s strategy consists in playing
normal moves and applying I’s winning strategy during the racing phase, via the cor-
respondence between variables xi and edges yi. After the racing phase, Red and Green
alternate in coloring good edges of the two disjoint sets of uncontested edges of each
player. The normal moves of Red consist of r0 and all ri for which Green played yi
during the racing phase. Thus, Red can color n+ 1 good edges during the game. The
normal moves of Green consist at least of all gi for which Red played yi during the
racing phase, so Green colors at least n good edges during the game. However, since
the assumptions of Lemma 3 are satis5ed at move 2n + 2, there are only bad edges
left for Green and so Red wins.
It remains to be shown that Red can also win when Green makes an abnormal but
good move at some point. We show that, whatever this move is, Red has a reply which
results in no disadvantage for Red but in a possible disadvantage for Green. In the
following, let us examine all possible abnormal good moves of Green.
Case 1: During the racing phase, Green colors some good gi when a normal move
for him would have been to color some yi′ instead. In this case Red’s strategy consists
in playing as if Green had chosen yi′ instead of gi. The game continues, Red’s further
strategy staying the same as if no abnormal move had been played. If i= i′, then
Red is none the worse oD by Green’s choice and so Red wins for the same reasons
as when Green would have played normally. If i = i′, Red has to consider yi′ bad
for himself and gi′ bad for Green, whereas they actually both are still good edges for
Green. Unless Green loses prematurely by making a bad move, he must choose to color
either yi′ or gi′ at some later point of the game. Indeed, remember that to win, Green
needs to color either gq or yq in every triple (q=1; : : : ; n) plus one good dj. After
Green’s coloring of either yi′ or gi′ , Red has to diDerentiate between the following
two subcases:
Subcase 1a: If Green’s move ended the racing phase, then Red continues as if the
racing phase had already ended at Red’s previous move and as if Green had only now
chosen to color gi and had previously colored yi′ when Green had actually colored
gi. By the de5nition of Gravoid, only the information encoded in the current game
position is relevant for the further winning strategy of a player. Thus, Red is almost in
the situation of Green playing normally, the only diDerence being that Red now plays
as if Green had played yi′ before, instead of really playing gi at that time, and as if
Green had played gi now when it was either yi′ itself (and then the game positions
would have been identical) or gi′ (in which case Red is none the worse oD). This
diDerence is thus irrelevant for Red’s strategy. Therefore, the rest of the game can
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continue as if no switch of Green’s two moves had ever occurred, and Red’s strategy
can remain the same as if Green had made only normal moves.
Subcase 1b: If Green’s move does not end the racing phase, there must be at least
one good yi′′ left for Green. Red responds by playing as if Green had chosen this
yi′′ . Thus, Red is almost in the situation of Case 1 above, the only diDerence being
that Red now plays as if Green had played yi′ before, instead of really playing gi at
that time, and as if Green had played yi′′ now when it was either really yi′ itself (and
then the game positions would have been identical) or gi′ (in which case Red is none
the worse oD). This diDerence is again irrelevant for Red’s strategy.
Case 2: Green colors some good dj during the racing phase, when a normal move
for him would have been to color some good yi instead. Red must diDerentiate between
the following cases to make his move:
Subcase 2a: If no good yi′ remains for Green (yi may have become bad because of
the coloring of dj), then Green 5nishes the racing phase by coloring dj. Remember that
after the racing phase, Red’s winning strategy is to play a solitaire in his remaining
good edges as long as possible, which by de5nition can be done independently of
Green’s moves. Red’s strategy thus consists in continuing to play his solitaire. Indeed,
Red is none the worse oD by Green’s choice since Green’s abnormal move would
not inTuence Red’s ability to color n + 1 good edges. By prematurely coloring dj,
Green obviously could not increase the number of at most n good edges he can color
altogether and actually may have decreased it. Since Red can color n+ 1 good edges
for sure, he wins after coloring all of his remaining good edges.
Subcase 2b: If some good yi′ for Green remains, then Red’s strategy consists in
playing as if Green had chosen yi′ instead of dj. The game continues, Red’s further
strategy staying the same as if no abnormal move had been played. As in Case 1 above,
Green must choose to color either yi′ or gi′ at some later point of the game. After
Green’s coloring of either yi′ or gi′ , Red has to diDerentiate between the following
two subcases:
Subcase 2b′: If Green’s move ended the racing phase, then Red continues as if the
racing phase had already ended at Red’s previous move and as if Green had only now
chosen to color dj and had previously colored yi′ when Green had actually colored dj.
Thus, Red is almost in the situation of Subcase 2a above, the only diDerence being that
Red now plays as if Green had played yi′ before, instead of really playing dj at that
time, and as if Green had played dj now when it was either really yi′ itself (and then
the game positions would have been identical) or gi′ (in which case Red is none the
worse oD).
Subcase 2b′′: If Green’s move does not end the racing phase, there must be at least
one good yi′′ left for Green. Red responds by playing as if Green had chosen this yi′′ .
Thus, Red is almost in the situation of Subcase 2b above, the only diDerence being that
Red now plays as if Green had played yi′ before, instead of really playing dj at that
time, and as if Green had played yi′′ now when it was either really yi′ itself (and then
the game positions would have been identical) or gi′ (in which case Red is none the
worse oD).
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Case 3: After the racing phase is 5nished, Green colors some good dj, when a
normal move for him would have been to color some gi instead. Red is none the
worse oD by Green’s choice since Green’s abnormal move would not inTuence Red’s
ability to color n+ 1 good edges. By prematurely coloring dj, Green obviously could
not increase the number of at most n good edges he can color altogether and actually
may have decreased it.
This exhausts the possible abnormal good moves of Green and completes the proof
of the (⇒) part.
(⇐) We have to show that if Red has a winning strategy then I has a winning
strategy as well, or, equivalently (as there are no ties), if II has a winning strategy
then Green has a winning strategy, too. We will show the latter.
Assume that II has a winning strategy. We 5rst claim that Green has a strategy
which wins when Red only makes normal moves. Green’s strategy consists in playing
normal moves and applying II’s winning strategy during the racing phase, via the
correspondence between variables xi and edges yi. After the 5rst 2n+1 normal moves,
Red has colored n+ 1 good edges and Green has colored n good edges, by the same
argument as in the ⇒ part of the proof. Since the assumptions of Lemma 4 are satis5ed,
there is at least one good dq left for Green at move 2n+2, and since Red has no good
edges left at move 2n+ 3, Green wins.
It remains to be shown that Green can also win when Red makes an abnormal but
good move at some point. We show that, whatever this move is, Green has a reply
which results in no disadvantage for Green but in a possible disadvantage for Red.
The only abnormal good move of Red is to color some ri with i∈{0; : : : ; n} during
the racing phase, when a normal move for him would have been to color some yi′
instead. In this case, Green’s strategy consists in playing as if Red had chosen yi′
and the game continues, Green’s further strategy staying the same as if no abnormal
move had been played. If i= i′, then Green is none the worse oD by Red’s choice
and so Green wins for the same reasons as when Red would have played normally.
If i = i′, Green has to consider yi′ bad for himself and ri′ bad for Red, whereas they
actually both are still good edges for Red. Unless Red loses prematurely by making a
bad move, he must choose to color either yi′ or ri′ at some later point of the game.
Indeed, remember that Red needs to color either rq or yq in every triple (q=1; : : : ; n)
plus the r0 to color a total of n+ 1 good edges. After Red’s coloring of either yi′ or
ri′ , Green has to diDerentiate between the following two cases:
Case 1: If Red’s move ends the racing phase, Green continues as if the racing phase
had already ended at Green’s previous move and as if Red had only now chosen to
color ri and had previously colored yi′ when Red had actually colored ri. Thus, Green
is almost in the situation as if Red had played normally so far, the only diDerence
being that Green plays as if Red had played yi′ before, instead of really playing ri at
that time, and as if Red had played ri now when it was either really yi′ itself (and then
the game positions would have been identical) or ri′ (in which case Green is none the
worse oD). Green’s strategy can thus remain the same as if Red had made only normal
moves. After move 2n+ 1, when it is again Green’s turn to play, the assumptions of
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Lemma 4 are satis5ed, so there is at least one good dq left for Green at move 2n+2,
and since Red has no good edges left at move 2n+ 3, Green wins.
Case 2: If Red’s move does not end the racing phase, there must be at least one
good yi′′ left for Red. Green responds by playing as if Red had chosen yi′′ . Thus,
Green is almost in the situation above after Red chose ri, the only diDerence being that
Green now plays as if Red had played yi′ before, instead of really playing ri at that
time, and as if Red had played yi′′ now when it was either really yi′ itself (and then
the game positions would have been identical) or ri′ (in which case Green is none
the worse oD). Eventually, Case 1 must apply since the racing phase will end after at
most 2n moves if Green only makes normal moves, and so Green wins.
Thus, if II has a winning strategy, then Green has one as well. This completes the
proof of the (⇐) part and also the proof of Theorem 2.
We will now show that several variants of Gravoid also have PSPACE-complete
endgame problems. The 5rst one, “Grimpos”, is of game theoretical interest: the dif-
ference to Gravoid is that in Grimpos, monochromatic subgraphs isomorphic to A are
forbidden and the player who is 5rst unable to move loses.
Corollary 5. The Grimpos endgame problem is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 carries over: membership is identical and the hardness
follows by noting that the moves of Grimpos are identical to the good moves of
Gravoid.
We next consider “Gravoid+”, a variant of Gravoid which is of interest for both
game theory and Ramsey theory. In Gravoid+, the players are allowed to color one or
more edges per move. This intuitively corresponds even closer to the spirit of graph
Ramsey theory than the other game variants because any combination of the number
of red and green edges is possible. In other graph Ramsey games, red and green edges
are added at the same rate, and the colorings are thus more restricted.
Corollary 6. The Gravoid+ endgame problem is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 carries over: membership is identical and the hardness
follows by noting that all arguments go through, as follows.
Let us assume that I has a winning strategy and Red has so far played according to
it, as explained in the proof of Theorem 2. We notice that if Green colors at least two
good edges in his current move, the best he can hope from this is that he will have
colored one more good dj at the end of the game. However, only one of the dj can be
good for Green. He can only have a winning strategy if he would have been able to
color one good dj after coloring n other good edges anyway, so Green has nothing to
gain. Indeed, the number of good edges will decrease by at least two. Red is none the
worse oD by Green’s move and now just needs to continue to choose any one good
ri per move to win. The other direction follows from similar arguments.
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Corollary 6 makes easier the matching between abstract problems and real life
applications by dropping the arti5cial requirement that players must color exactly one
edge per move. Note, however, that the PSPACE-completeness of game problems of
arbitrary one-edge-per-move avoidance games such as the ones played on proposi-
tional formulas and on sets described by Schaefer [20] does not automatically imply
the PSPACE-completeness of the game problems of their one-or-more-edges-per-move
variants. Indeed, most of the latter are decidable in polynomial time.
We will now study two natural generalizations of Gravoid which are of interest
because of their relation to typical questions arising in Ramsey theory.
The 5rst game, “Gravoid∗”, is based on generalizing the arrowing relation to more
arguments: Greenwood and Gleason [8] showed that any fully edge-3-colored complete
graph with 17 vertices contains a monochromatic triangle, and that complete graphs
with less than 17 vertices do not have this property. Note that this seems to be the
only nontrivial minimal result with more than two colors currently known for complete
graphs (both G and A) [15].
Given n¿ 2 and graphs G and A, Gravoid∗ is recursively de5ned for n players as
follows: if n=2, Gravoid∗ is exactly the Gravoid game. If n¿2, the n players, each
having his own color ci (i=1; : : : ; n) take turns selecting, at each move, one as yet
uncolored edge from G and coloring it with their respective color. The player who 5rst
completes a monochromatic subgraph isomorphic to A loses and withdraws from the
rest of the game (if all edges are colored without any player losing, the game ends in a
tie). Assume that the player with the number j lost. The n−1 remaining players again
play a Gravoid∗ game with a new order of players, the player with the old number i
with i∈{1; : : : ; n}\{j} getting the number (i − j − 1mod n) + 1 in the new Gravoid∗
game.
Corollary 7. The Gravoid∗ endgame problem is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. Membership in PSPACE is easy: for an input of size N and n players, a depth
5rst search through the game tree will need O(N 2 log N ) space (we may assume that
n¡N , for if n¿ N , the game will always end in a tie). The hardness follows because
the PSPACE-complete endgame problem of the Gravoid game is a subproblem.
The last variant, “Gravoida”, diDers from Gravoid in that instead of one graph A
there are two graphs Ar and Ag. As soon as a red subgraph isomorphic to Ar or a
green subgraph isomorphic to Ag appears, the player who just moved loses. Again,
only a few nontrivial minimal asymmetric results from Ramsey theory are known for
complete graphs. McKay and Radziskowski [12] showed, for instance, that 25 is the
smallest number n such that a complete graph with n vertices which is fully edge-
2-colored in red and green either contains a red K4 or a green K5, reportedly with
the help of a large cluster of workstations which worked for a total of over 10 cpu-
years on this problem (see [15] for a regularly updated survey on known results of
this type).
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Corollary 8. The Gravoida endgame problem is PSPACE-complete.
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 2: membership is identical and the hardness
follows because the PSPACE-complete endgame problem of the Gravoid game is a
subproblem when the two graphs Ar and Ag are isomorphic.
Corollary 9. The Gravoid; Grimpos; Gravoid+; Gravoid∗ and Gravoida endgame
problems remain PSPACE-complete even if the graphs A are restricted to the bowtie
graph.
Proof. Follows directly from the graph A constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.
3. Conclusion
All the presented complexity results imply that, under the common assumption that
P =PSPACE, there exists no eKcient algorithm to decide whether certain endgame po-
sitions feature a winning strategy for the 5rst player. Unfortunately, they say
nothing about the opening position where G is uncolored. For actual game instances,
the opening position is the one for which it is most interesting to know whether the
5rst player has a winning strategy. It could well be tractable to decide whether the 5rst
player has a winning strategy in all opening positions of Gravoid, which would make it
very unlikely that the corresponding opening problem is PSPACE-complete. However,
this state of ignorance concerning the opening position is typical for generalizations of
many well-known games, e.g., Othello [10] or Go [11].
Game theory has found many applications in microeconomics and political science.
The methods developed in this paper may be a 5rst step towards analyzing complex
situations arising in industry, economics or politics in which opposing parties try to
avoid a certain pattern in the structure of their commitments. In particular, some dis-
tributed network problems like the mobile Internet agent warfare scenarios described
in [24] contain graph Ramsey avoidance games as subproblems.
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